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Together with SAP partners
Original1 GmbH and noFilis
AutoID GmbH, SAP offers
solutions that enable customers to check product
authenticity by leveraging
leading-edge serialization
technologies in a costeffective way. Product
codes are read by auto-ID
hardware and fed into a
database, which provides
the basis for customers
to identify individual items
and track them throughout
their product lifecycle. Take
advantage of our attractive
introductory offer for these
solutions and find out just
how quickly you can introduce the latest labeling
technologies to effectively
protect your products from
counterfeit.

Pirate Products on the Rise
Counterfeit products account for a
significant fraction of global trade,
representing a volume of goods worth
hundreds of billions of U.S. dollars.
Almost all areas of the manufacturing
industry are affected by piracy, with
the problem extending to the service industry as well. The loss to the German
economy from piracy is estimated to be
billions of euros each year.

Identification of Products Through
Serialization

Product tracking is based on serialization,
which assigns unique identification
codes to a product after manufacture.
These identification codes may be realized as radio-frequency identification
(RFID) tags, 2-D bar codes, or digital
copy detection patterns affixed to the
product packaging. The information is
saved to a central database along with
other important product information,
A significant portion of the world’s phar- such as batch number. The database
maceuticals are also counterfeit. For
manages, monitors, and makes the inmanufacturers, this impacts sales, hurts formation available to parties wanting
corporate image, and increases business to check product authenticity. Brand
costs as companies fight piracy. At the
manufacturers, customs officers, wholesame time, consumers receive poorsalers, retailers, and consumers scan
quality medication and prescription
in a product code with an auto-ID reader
drugs at inflated prices while running
and send it to the centrally stored inforunforeseeable risks. With the Internet
mation in real time to determine
acting as the main commercial hub, the whether:
route from manufacturer to consumer
• The product they received is genuine
is no longer transparent.
• The manufacturer has a manufacturing
history
Technical identification measures, how- • The product reached the consumer
ever, can be used to protect original
through the sales channel intended
products from piracy. This is where the
by the manufacturer
integrated strategy from SAP, Original1,
and noFilis comes in: they provide innovative solutions that allow everyone
involved in the supply chain to check
the authenticity of individual items
based on product code – in real time.

Central Data Store for Manufacturer
Product Information
The SAP object event repository (SAP
OER) is a central data store that contains a company’s product information
and supports cross-location product
tracking. The repository lets you store,
manage, and monitor product data centrally. Information about events in your
supply chain can be entered automatically at the product level – whether the
events occur within your company or at
a partner company.

Technical identification measures can be used to
protect original products from piracy. This is where
the integrated strategy from SAP, Original1, and
noFilis comes in: they provide innovative solutions
that allow everyone involved in the supply chain to
check the authenticity of individual items based on
product code – in real time.
An Offering of Technology and
Services Tailored for You
The introductory offer for product authentication solutions includes licenses
for SAP®, Original1, and noFilis software
as well as the essential consultation

services – provided by SAP Consulting
and noFilis – to perform a smooth
implementation. You benefit from a
complete service package that offers
you long-term investment protection.
The powerful components of this offer
are described below.

SAP OER supports external queries
using a certified interface to Electronic
Product Code Information Services
(EPCIS) and can fulfill internal reporting
requirements. The repository’s central
number-range management functionality can generate unique serial numbers
at any point in the supply chain. As a
result, a query can be sent at any time
to determine whether and where a
product was manufactured, stored,
transferred, or sold.
SAP OER can track objects throughout
their lifecycle and across applications
that exchange product information,
thereby achieving transparency. The
repository is implemented together with
the SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure offering.
Under the introductory offer, you are entitled to receive an SAP OER license covering a discretionary production line in
one of your plants.
Worldwide Product Information
Database from Original1
Often, one central body – for example,
a customs office – has to check

products of several manufacturers. To
address this need, Original1 established the global database Trusted Item
Repository (TIR) in which manufacturers

scanned by an auto-ID reader and
transfers it to business software or to
a database. Regardless of the labeling
technology used, the code can be

The introductory offer for product authentication solutions
includes licenses for SAP, Original1, and noFilis software
as well as the essential consultation services – provided
by SAP Consulting and noFilis – to perform a smooth
implementation. You benefit from a complete service
package that offers you long-term investment protection.
can register their products. TIR is accessed exclusively through Global
Brand Protection Service (GBPS), a
Web-based interface from Original1
that grants everyone involved in the
supply chain – from manufacturers and
retailers to consumers – access to relevant information. Retailers can benefit
from the automated goods processing
and authentication processes, while
consumers can verify a product’s authenticity before they buy it. Using
mobile technology and PC-controlled
scanners, GBPS checks authenticity
in real time.
Our introductory offer allows you to
register 200,000 articles in TIR for
12 months. It includes unlimited access
to the Original1 repository and supports
any number of users.
Interface Between Auto-ID Hardware
and the Data Store
SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure is specialized software that records a code

Consulting Services to Integrate
SAP OER with Original1
Experts from SAP Consulting will be
on hand to oversee the implementation
of the introductory package covering
one production line. In addition, the following services are included:
• Connect two auto-ID readers with
CrossTalk software
•	Integrate your scanned data
• Set up product authentication functionality based on the electronic product codes stored in the company’s
SAP OER
•	Integrate your data in the Original1
database via an online service

transferred to SAP OER or to TIR –
depending on which central data store
a company uses. The data store saves
the scanned code along with other
important information to allow real-time
tracking and product identification.

Installation of SAP OER is not included,
but it can be ordered as an additional
service. If required, integration with a
manufacturing execution system can
also be ordered separately.

noFilis CrossTalk – Software for
Managing Auto-ID Hardware
The introductory offer provides a software license for the CrossTalk device
management tool from noFilis. The tool
is device independent and fully compatible with all technologies. It manages
and controls auto-ID readers and RFID
and 2-D read operations. The tool also
manages the corresponding equipment,
such as light barriers, motion sensors,
and display screens. Consulting services
provided in the introductory offer
will install the CrossTalk software
and connect a mobile auto-ID reader
(a bar code, 2-D matrix, or RFID handheld device) and a labeling machine or
printer (bar code or RFID) to the SAP
software landscape.

Take advantage of our attractive
introductory offer and gain a
world-class auto-ID solution to:
• Track individual objects and
packaging units throughout their
product lifecycle
• Verify product origin
•	Accelerate checks with real-time
tracking
• Gain better protection for your
brands and products
•	Improve data quality
•	Introduce process automation to
generate potential savings in process costs
•	Increase supply chain transparency
• Get set up quickly thanks to an implementation of predefined scope
at a fixed price of €99,000

www.sap.com /contactsap

Your Reliable Partner for Brand
and Product Protection
SAP AG began research into RFID as
early as 1998 and has accumulated
years of experience implementing the
technology in the most diverse industries. SAP solutions for auto-ID and

device management software for integrating auto-ID and sensor equipment
into enterprise resource planning and
supply chain management software.
The company’s internationally renowned CrossTalk software is one of
the world’s leading solutions for device
integration and data capture.

The SAP object event repository is a central data store that
contains a company’s product information and supports
cross-location product tracking. The repository lets you
store, manage, and monitor product data centrally. Information
about events in your supply chain can be entered automatically
at the product level – whether the events occur within your
company or at a partner company.
item serialization provide you with all
the tools you need to introduce detailed
mapping and automation of your
processes.
Original1 GmbH is a joint venture of
SAP, Nokia Corporation, and Giesecke
& Devrient GmbH based in Frankfurt
am Main, Germany. The three companies pooled their expertise and technologies to develop an integrated approach
to fight brand and product piracy. The
resulting Global Brand Protection
Service is now available worldwide to
combat piracy across industries.
noFilis AutolD GmbH, based in Ismaning, Germany, is a leading provider of

For More Information
To find out more about our introductory
offer for automated product authentication, please visit our Web site or e-mail
the relevant contact partner.
Peter Bickenbach
peter.bickenbach@sap.com
www.sap.de/rfid
Henrik Stammer
henrik.stammer@original1.net
www.original1.net
Patrick Hartmann
patrick.hartmann@nofilis.com
www.nofilis.de
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